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Abstract
Despite considerable concern about how human trafficking offenders may use
the Internet to recruit their victims, arrange logistics or advertise services, the
Internet-trafficking nexus remains unclear. This study explored the prevalence
and correlates of a set of commonly-used indicators of labour trafficking in
online job advertisements. Taking a case study approach, we focused on a
major Lithuanian website aimed at people seeking work abroad. We examined
a snapshot of job advertisements (n = 430), assessing both their general characteristics (e.g. industry, destination country) and the presence of trafficking
indicators. The vast majority (98.4%) contained at least one indicator, suggesting certain "indicators" may in fact be commonplace characteristics of this
labour market. Inferential statistical tests revealed significant but weak relationships between the advertisements’ characteristics and the number and nature of
indicators present. While there may be value in screening job advertisements to
identify potential labour trafficking and exploitation, additional information is
needed to ascertain actual labour trafficking. We conclude with an outlook on
automated approaches to identifying cases of possible trafficking and a discussion of the benefits and ethical concerns of a data science-driven approach.
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Context
Although the scale of human trafficking1 remains highly contested, recent decades have
seen a rapid increase in legislation, policy-making, practical interventions and research
designed to tackle this complex phenomenon (Cockbain and Bowers 2019; Gozdziak
and Bump 2008; Weitzer 2015; Gallagher 2017). Among other socio-economic and
socio-political factors, the globalisation of the world economy is thought to have
expanded the transnational market for human trafficking (Aronowitz 2001). People
can be trafficked for various purposes, including sexual exploitation, domestic servitude (exploitation within a private household), organ harvesting or labour exploitation
across numerous licit and illicit markets (UNODC 2016; Cockbain and Bowers 2019;
Cockbain and Olver 2019). This paper focuses specifically on trafficking for labour
exploitation, hereafter "labour trafficking".
One of the pillars of the European Union (EU) is the free movement of people and goods
across its Member States: while providing significant economic benefits (McCreevy 2011),
it can also make it easier for offenders to move victims between countries. Europol’s (2016)
report on human trafficking states Western and Southern European Member States are key
destination countries within the EU.2 Meanwhile, Eurostat’s (2015) data show that more
registered victims3 per capita came from Romania, Bulgaria, Poland, Slovakia and Lithuania
in 2010–2012 than any other Member State (Eurostat 2015). Although the traditional
distinction between countries as "source", "transit" or "destination" has been challenged as
reductive4 (Kragten-Heerdink et al. 2017), the issue of trafficking flows from poorer EU
Member States to wealthier ones remains a substantial concern. In the United Kingdom
(UK), for example, around 80% of labour trafficking victims identified between 2009 and
2014 came from within the EU (Cockbain and Bowers 2019), in particular from Slovakia,
Poland, Lithuania, Romania, Czech Republic and Hungary. Although research and responses around human trafficking have long focused overwhelmingly on sex trafficking,
recent years have seen growing concerns about labour trafficking (Cockbain et al. 2018;
UNODC 2016). Labour trafficking is estimated to be the second most prevalent form of
human trafficking in the EU overall (after sex trafficking) (Europol 2016). In the UK, labour
trafficking is now the most common trafficking type among identified and suspected victims
(Cockbain and Bowers 2019; National Crime Agency 2019).

1
In line with international law, we use the Palermo Protocol definition of human trafficking in this paper:
“Trafficking in persons’ shall mean the recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring, or receipt of persons,
by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the
abuse of power, or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to
achieve the consent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation"(Protocol
to Prevent et al. 2000). When we talk about "labour trafficking" in this paper, we define it in line with
Cockbain et al. (2018) as involving exploitation of all bodily labour except sexual services and domestic
servitude. It is worth noting that definitions of human trafficking are notoriously broad and imprecise and, in
reality, it can be difficult to distinguish consistently between "trafficking" and neighbouring phenomena
(O'Connell Davidson 2015).
2
Here victims include both EU and non-EU nationals. Out of 7,500 registered victims/potential victims, 71%
were EU nationals (Europol 2016).
3
Here registered victims are victims of trafficking that come into contact with authorities as victims of
trafficking both in their own country and elsewhere in the EU.
4
Using the Netherlands as a case study, Kragten-Heerdink et al. (2017) demonstrate that the traditional
distinction is in fact overly reductive and countries can play multiple roles simultaneously.
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The Internet has expedited globalisation and the disintegration of traditional state
borders (Fox 2001). Internet usage has proliferated over the past decades with Eurostat
estimating that 72% of individuals in the EU accessed the Internet on a daily basis in
2017, compared to 65% in 2014 (Eurostat 2014, 2018). This shift of activities to the
online sphere is said to have happened within the human trafficking space too and
internet-enabled trafficking is now identified as an emerging problem (Sykiotou 2007;
Milivojevic 2012). Yet, research on the topic remains scarce and is disproportionately
focused on sex trafficking (Latonero 2011; Musto and Boyd 2014; Latonero et al.
2015). Within trafficking research and responses in general, a tendency to conflate
human trafficking with sex trafficking alone risks obscuring crucial differences between
trafficking types and impeding more nuanced analysis and intervention (Laczko and
Gozdziak 2005; Goodey 2008; Strauss 2016; Efrat 2016; Cockbain and Bowers 2019).
Indeed, in research on the relationship between trafficking and the Internet, accounts
based on a particular trafficking type (usually sex trafficking) are often used to draw a
general picture (e.g. Latonero 2011; Latonero et al. 2015). According to opportunity
theories of crime, however, specific crime types are each embedded within a unique
combination of circumstances and opportunities and countering them requires targeted
and context-specific interventions (see, e.g. Cohen and Felson 1979; Everson 2003;
Farrell and Pease 2001; Brantingham and Brantingham 1993, 1984; Felson and Eckert
2015). Since globalisation and the Internet have created a set of specific opportunities
and circumstances for offenders to traffic people for labour exploitation, we aim to
contribute to the disentanglement of the nexus between labour trafficking and the
Internet by examining online recruitment of migrant workers.
Internet-trafficking nexus
Within the limited literature on human trafficking and the Internet, certain themes recur.
For example, offenders are said to use technology to recruit their victims, arrange their
transportation and logistics, exert control over them through technological surveillance
and advertise their services online (Greiman and Bain 2013; Dixon 2013; Europol
2014; Latonero et al. 2015; Europol 2016). Perhaps the most contested issue is the
advertising of services, most commonly discussed in the context of sexual exploitation
of women and children5 (Latonero 2011; Heil and Nichols 2014). Here, debate centres
around the ethics of allowing such advertisements in the digital domain. For instance,
Craigslist removed its Adult Services section in 2010 after widespread public pressure
and criticism for enabling sexual exploitation (Kunze 2010; Dixon 2013). After the
shutdown, displacement was reported both to other sections of the website and to
Backpage and other websites monitored (Heil and Nichols 2014). In April 2018, the
Stop Enabling Sex Traffickers Act (SESTA) and Allow States and Victims to Fight
Online Sex Trafficking Act (FOSTA) were signed into United States law. Among other
things, these controversial acts allow sex trafficking victims to sue websites that
facilitated their exploitation. Yet, such measures have been heavily criticised for doing
little actually to combat sex trafficking, pushing sex work further underground and
endangering the safety and welfare of already marginalised groups (Brooks-Gorden and
5
The US is fairly unusual in that most (commercial) sexual exploitation of children seems to be labeled as
trafficking. Elsewhere, the term is still generally reserved for instances involving movement.
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Sanders 2018; Smith and Mac 2018). Debate around how the Internet fuels human
trafficking is often highly emotive and centres on stereotypes of predatory offenders
and naïve victims in need of rescue (Milivojevic 2012), serving to sideline complex but
important questions around agency and alternatives, hidden agendas and unintended
consequences of counter-measures.
Given the intense political attention on human trafficking, it is hardly surprising that
academic interest is growing in how computational and data science techniques could
be applied to help tackle this problem. For example, the United Nations hosted a
workshop in New York in 2019 entitled "Using Computation Science and AI to End
Modern Slavery". Some academics have also applied various indicators to research
human trafficking in the online space. For example, as part of a larger research project
into the role of social networking sites and online classifieds in human trafficking,
Latonero (2011) used keyword analysis associated with sex trafficking on Backpage
Dallas and Twitter. The study suggested that online content can help narrow down the
pool of cases for further investigation (Latonero 2011). Ibanez and Suthers (2014)
collected online advertisements from Backpage Hawaii to look for sex trafficking
indicators, extracting telephone numbers to examine linkages between advertisements
and assess geographical circuits using social network analysis and GIS tools (Ibanez
and Suthers 2014). As in Latonero’s (2011) work, however, the "indicators" themselves
were treated as unproblematic. Taking a different approach, Andrews et al. (2016)
investigated mechanisms by which organised crime could be detected and corroborated
online through social media scanning and automated content analysis. They used
human trafficking (particularly for sex) as a case study and focused on what they call
"weak signals": elements that "allude to the presence and/or emergence of criminality in
citizen generated content" (Andrews et al. 2016, p.141).
Offline, "indicators" of human trafficking are also used by governmental, nongovernmental bodies and private businesses to identify and assess individual instances
of suspected trafficking. For example, the United Nations Office for Drugs and Crime
(UNODC) and the International Labour Organization (ILO) have developed extensive
lists of human trafficking indicators that include, for example, signs that a person has
suffered injuries, which appear to result from control measures, allows others to speak
for him/her or has false identity documents (UNODC 2018; ILO 2009). These indicators are then adopted and/or adapted for use by national agencies too (e.g. National
Crime Agency 2014) and in popular "spot the signs" campaigns designed to increase
public awareness and reporting (e.g. Andrijasevic and Anderson 2009). Yet, there is no
consensus on a concrete set of indicators to be used across different organisations and
their reliability has been questioned (Laczko 2002; Andrijasevic and Anderson 2009).
There has been little to no empirical research to establish how prevalent these
indicators are among identified trafficking victims (whose experiences may of course
not be representative of the wider population (see Cockbain et al. 2019a)), let alone to
investigate their effectiveness at distinguishing between trafficked and non-trafficked
populations at scale. Things commonly listed as "indicators" might apply to many
people, in particular migrants (Andrijasevic and Anderson 2009), sex workers in
general or even just lone women - as reactions to a major hotel chain’s recent "spot
the signs" training neatly illustrated (Shand-Baptiste 2019). In a much-publicised
exercise, the Marriott chain trained their staff across 7,000 hotels on the "signs" of
human trafficking, including individuals who seem disoriented, have minimal luggage
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and clothing, or receive multiple (escorted) visitors to their rooms (Coughlan 2019).
While proactive efforts to detect human trafficking are, of course, important, some of
the so-called "signs" promoted here could easily apply to non-trafficking victims,
particularly consenting sex workers. There are also important and often overlooked
ethical considerations in asking hotel staff (many of whom may be subject to exploitative labour practices themselves) to surveil guests on behalf of the state.
A fundamental barrier to testing indicators is that the standard international definition of trafficking is itself broad and amorphous, making it difficult to distinguish
between what might be labelled trafficking and neighbouring phenomena (O'Connell
Davidson 2015). Indeed, researchers increasingly argue that labour trafficking is best
seen not as a clear-cut phenomenon but part of a continuum that runs from decent work
to forced labour (Laczko and Gozdziak 2005; O'Connell Davidson 2015; Quirk 2011;
Spencer and Broad 2012; Skeldon 2000; Weitzer 2015).
The current study
To our knowledge, there has been very little research to date into how labour trafficking
might better be identified online. The aim of this study was to explore the prevalence
and correlates of commonly-used indicators of labour trafficking in online job advertisements. Identified cases of labour trafficking across Europe suggest that victims may
be recruited through advertisements for nannies, waitresses or jobs in cleaning, construction, transportation and agriculture (e.g. Europol 2014). With more and more
people seeking work online, the Internet may provide an effective and fairly low-risk
forum for offenders to recruit people into exploitative work. If it were possible to
identify potential trafficking more effectively at the recruitment stage, there would be
considerable potential for prevention, detection, disruption and early intervention.
Since our study explored the feasibility of identifying potential labour trafficking in
online open-source data, we chose a case study approach focusing on Lithuanians
seeking work abroad. Lithuania is among the top countries of origin for trafficking
victims in the EU at large (e.g. Eurostat 2015), as well as being a key source for
particular member states such as the UK (National Crime Agency 2019).
Although literature on human trafficking in relation to Lithuania is not extensive,
Janusauskiene’s (2013) qualitative research on Lithuanian migrants who were trafficked for labour exploitation provides some useful insights. As well as analysing legal
instruments to combat human trafficking, interviewing experts and victims, the author
examined a sample (size and parameters not specified) of online job advertisements for
indicators of potential labour trafficking (Janusauskiene 2013). The author, through a
mainly descriptive observation and narrative of these advertisements, argued that
recurrent features included, for instance, the promise of high wages for a relatively
simple job, free housing and transportation to the country in question and limited
requirements of the candidates (Janusauskiene 2013).
In our exploratory study, we sought to address the following research questions:
1. To what extent are commonly-used indicators of labour trafficking found in online
job advertisements aimed at Lithuanians seeking work abroad?
2. Which, if any, of the characteristics of advertisements predict the overall number of
indicators present?
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3. Are particularly "strong" indicators (seemingly illegally low pay and excessive
working hours) associated with particular characteristics of the advertisements?

Methods
This section covers the ethics, sampling, data and analytical procedure. We
have not only reported all exclusions, manipulations and measures here but
have also made our data and coding template publicly available on the Open
Science Framework. In doing so, our aim was to ensure the study is fully
transparent and replicable.
Compliance with ethical standards
This research received no specific grant from any funding agency in the public, private
or not-for-profit sectors. The write up of this paper fell partially under an ESRC-funded
grant on transnational human trafficking (grant reference: ES/S008624/1). We declare
that we have no conflicts of interest.
The study was reviewed and approved by the Ethics Panel of the UCL Departement
of Security and Crime Science. It only involved material already in the public domain.
In writing this paper (e.g. in presenting an example job advertisement), we have
removed company names and contact information to avoid singling out particular
businesses.
Sampling and data
We ran initial scoping searches on a list of employment websites compiled by the
Lithuanian Labour Exchange (2018), which is responsible for public employment
services and implementation of labour market policies (results in ESM 1). We
selected as our source darbasuzsienyje.org (translation: workabroad.org), a major
website that contained the most job advertisements overall and caters specifically
to those seeking work abroad.6 All posts on darbasuzsienyje.org come from
recruitment agencies, which may be notable as outsourcing, sub-contracting and
temporary or otherwise precarious employment contracts are all thought to increase the risk of exploitation and work-based harm (Davies 2018; Scott 2017;
Cockbain et al. 2019b).
On a single day (21st July 2018), we collected the full set of advertisements posted
over the previous week (16th-21st inclusive), which numbered 679 in total. Although
we attempted to collect the data for 7 days, there were no advertisements posted on
Sunday 15th July. Most advertisements were posted on Tuesday 17th and Wednesday
18th July (34.3% (n = 233) and 17.5% (n = 119) respectively). The least amount of
advertisements was posted on Friday 20th July (9.7%, n = 66). On average the
6
The movement of people with the intent to put them to work in an exploitative context (e.g. because of
violations of local wage legislation) is generally construed as labour trafficking if some form of deception,
coercion, abuse of a position of vulnerability or so forth is used, regardless of whether they consented to the
work itself. Although trafficking can occur within a country, it is perhaps most commonly associated with
international movements.
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advertisements were 184 words long (SD = 88). We assigned each a unique identifying
number and screened out duplicates (n = 249) and one (anomalous) advertisement
offering work in Lithuania, which brought the final study sample to 430.
Procedure
We processed the advertisements using quantitative content analysis (Bryman 2008). We
developed the coding framework iteratively, informed by the existing literature on labour
trafficking. After testing the coding framework on a subset of the data, we amended it as
needed for a good fit. A copy of the full final template can be found in ESM 2. The
remainder of this paper focuses on the variables used for the current analysis.
In total, we examined whether ten indicators were present in any given advertisement. Most of the indicators came from the United Nations (UNODC 2018). UNODC
indicators have been developed through a process of expert consensus, informed by
their understanding of recurrent features of human trafficking cases. Although variations of similar lists of indicators are often used by NGOs, law enforcement, government agencies and others (e.g. National Crime Agency 2014; Home Office 2016;
STOP THE TRAFFIK 2019), there is considerable cross-over between the lists and
UNODC provides one of the most comprehensive overviews. Academics have also
used the UNODC indicators to research human trafficking, particularly online (e.g.
Ibanez and Suthers 2014). Nevertheless, the indicators themselves have not been tested
empirically and their ability to distinguish between trafficked and non-trafficked
individuals remains unclear, especially at aggregate level or where other information
is limited.
Of the full set of indicators published by the United Nations, we considered for this
project only those that were listed either as generic to all human trafficking or as specific to
labour trafficking (hence we excluded, for example, those listed as specific to sex trafficking). Of the 59 potential indicators in these two categories, we excluded a further 52 as they
could not reasonably be assessed from an advertisement (e.g. suffering violence) (see ESM 3
for a list of those excluded). The fact that only seven indicators could be operationalised to
use in the current study highlights the challenges of using indicators developed for offline
use in the online sphere. Given the limited number of suitable indicators, we also added two
indicators from elsewhere in the literature (Ollus et al. 2013; Europol 2016) that appeared
relevant and well-suited to assessing indicators online.
Table 1 shows how we operationalised these indicators for the study, which gave us
a final set of ten indicators. We also systematically extracted additional information
relevant to the given indicator so as to enhance the analysis. For example, we collected
information on what level of language skills was required (basic, intermediate, fluent)
and whether there was a charge for the accommodation provided.
To assess the relationship between indicators and the type of work for which they were
found, we also coded on the following descriptive characteristics of the advertisements:
&
&
&
&
&

Country of the job
Industry (or sector) of the job
Nature of the work (e.g. low-skilled manual, skilled manual)
Contract type (e.g. seasonal or temporary, long-term)
Gender of worker sought
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Table 1 Indicators of labour trafficking used in our study
Operationalised indicator used in our study

Basis for indicator in the literature

“Notices have been posted in languages other
than the local language; no need for knowledge
of local language”
No requirements set out to the candidates in
terms of work experience, skills or
qualifications is an indicator of potential risk of
labour trafficking
3. Transportation to work is provided
“Depend on their employer for a number of
services, including work, transportation and
4. Accommodation is provided
accommodation”
5. Accommodation is shared with other workers “Live in groups in the same place where they
work and leave those premises infrequently, if at
all”
6. Transfer to destination country is provided
“Have had the fees for their transport to the
country of destination paid for by facilitators,
whom they must payback by working or
providing services in the destination”
7. Help with settling in is provided (e.g. opening Help with settling in the employment country
bank accounts, acquiring National Insurance provided is an indicator of potential risk of
labour trafficking (e.g. opening bank accounts,
Number or equivalent)
processing paperwork and acquiring necessary
documents to work in the country)
“There is evidence that workers must pay for
8. Costs for accommodation, transportation
tools, food or accommodation or that those
and/or transfer to destination country are
costs are being deducted from their wages”
deducted from the workers’ wages
9. The offered wage is below the national
“There is evidence that labour laws are being
minimum wage in the destination country
breached”
10. Working hours stated in the advertisement “Work excessively long hours”
exceed the maximum working hours in the
destination country
1. Knowledge of language of destination
country (or another foreign language) is
not required
2. Previous work experience, skills and/or
qualifications (henceforth previous work
experience) are not required

&
&

Source
UNODC
2018, p.2
Ollus
et al.
2013
UNODC
2018, p. 2
UNODC
2018, p. 2
UNODC
2018, p. 1

Europol
2016

UNODC
2018, p. 2
UNODC
2018, p. 2
UNODC
2018, p. 2

Age (group) of worker sought (e.g. 18–24)
Language of the advertisement7

As might be expected in dealing with unstructured data, the variety and inconsistency of the
information in the advertisements posed challenges for coding. We coded the indicators in
binary terms (either present or absent). The category "absent" includes both instances where
an indicator was clearly not met and where there was insufficient information to establish
whether it was met. Some advertisements included an option (but not a requirement) for
something that would qualify as an indicator (e.g. travel to the destination country could be
arranged if desired). Similarly, some advertisements stated that local language knowledge or
previous work experience would be an advantage but not a necessity to get the job. In
instances such as described above, we consistently took a conservative approach, coding the
indicator as absent. We found the advertisements often detailed expected hours and wages as
7
Advertisements posted in a language other than Lithuanian would imply the applicant was expected to know
that language. The literature suggests that trafficking victims tend to have limited knowledge of the local
language of the destination country (Craig et al. 2007; Petrunov 2014).
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ranges (e.g. 45 to 60 h per week). For consistency, we took the midpoint of any range. The
wage variable proved particularly challenging as it was reported in different formats (e.g.
hourly, weekly, monthly), currencies (e.g. Euro or GBP) and tax-related status (e.g. gross, net
or unclear). In each instance, we used all the available information to make a best estimate of
whether the wage on offer violated the minimum wage legislation of the destination country
(for more information see ESM 4). These challenges should be remembered when
interpreting the wage-related results.
The first author, a native Lithuanian speaker, coded all the advertisements, applying
a consistent logic throughout. To test the reliability and replicability of our template, a
random sample of 10% (n = 43) of the advertisements was then double-coded.8 We
tested intercoder reliability using Cohen’s Kappa for nominal variables and
Krippendorff Alpha for ratio variables (ESM 5). Overall, the results showed good
levels of consistency on almost all variables and many had almost perfect agreement
(e.g. destination country, gender requirements and working hours). Lower agreement
was exhibited by those variables that were subject to higher levels of interpretation, for
example, previous work experience requirements.9
Data analysis
Our analysis followed three main stages. First, we conducted a descriptive statistical analysis
of the full study sample (n = 430). Second, we calculated the number of indicators (indicator
count) per advertisement. Third, since the dependent variable (i.e. the number of trafficking
indicators per advertisement) was a count variable, we ran a Poisson regression on the full
study sample (n = 430) to test which, if any, of the descriptive characteristics of the
advertisements (i.e. not the indicators themselves) predicted the overall count of labour
trafficking indicators present. The model included the following predicator variables:
language of the advertisement, destination country, industry of the job offered, gender
and age requirements. Since some industries may typically require certain types of labour
or contracts, we excluded “Job nature” and “Contract type” to avoid collinearity between
predictor variables. Finally, we used chi-square tests10 to examine further the associations
between each of the descriptive characteristics and indicators of violations of a) national
minimum wage and b) maximum working hours, arguably the most tangible and demonstrably concerning of all the indicators in the study. It is possible that the descriptive
characteristics of advertisements are inter-dependent but exhibit equally-important associations with each of the indicators of national minimum wage and maximum working hours.
Thus, using chi-square also enabled us to test the associations with “Job nature” and
“Contract type”, which were excluded from the regression analysis. While the Poisson
regression allowed us to test the combined effects of the descriptive characteristics of
advertisements with all the indicators, chi-square tests enabled us to unpack those relationships in greater depth. Moreover, chi-square tests accommodate samples, which contain
8

The cases for double coding were randomly sampled from the complete dataset using a web-based random
number generator. The second coder was, like the first author, a native Lithuanian speaker.
9
For example, advertisements offering work for truck drivers required candidates to hold appropriate driving
licences. This could be interpreted as both a requirement and a feature so intrinsic within the profession that it
is not a specific requirement.
10
The variable “Advertisement language” violated the assumption of chi-square in that one of its categories
had less than 5 cases so here we calculated the Fisher’s Exact test statistic instead.
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categories with relatively small counts. Thus, we conducted 14 separate chi-square tests. For
both the Poisson regression and the chi-square tests, we combined certain sub-categories
where necessary (i.e. where the numbers were very small) so as not to violate assumptions of
the statistical tests or artificially inflate the test scores (ESM 6).

Results
In this section, we present the results of the three sets of analyses in turn.
1. What type of jobs were advertised?
The descriptive statistical analysis showed certain clear commonalities between the typical
jobs advertised, as well as various points of diversity. The overwhelming majority of
advertisements on darbasuzsienyje.org were in Lithuanian only (95.3%, n = 410). A small
proportion (4.4%, n = 19) used a mixture of Lithuanian and English (certain sentences in
each language) and just one was exclusively in a foreign language (English).
The Netherlands (43.0%, n = 185) and the UK (30.2%, n = 130) stood out as particularly
common destinations for the work advertised, followed by Germany (12.6%, n = 54) and
Cyprus (6.0%, n = 26). The rest of the work was spread across ten other countries, none of
which accounted for more than 3% of the dataset: Ireland (n = 10), Denmark (n = 5), Spain
(n = 5), Sweden (n = 4), Malta (n = 3), Norway (n = 3), Greece (n = 2), France (n = 1),
Iceland (n = 1), and Croatia (n = 1).
As shown in Fig. 1, jobs were most commonly advertised in the following five
industries: food production (26.5%, n = 114), non-food related packaging (17.2%,
n = 74), hospitality (13.7%, n = 59), construction (11.4%, n = 49) and manufacturing
(10.5%, n = 45). Together these five industries accounted for 79.3% (n = 341) of the
dataset. The remainder of the sample was markedly more fragmented, with no other
industry contributing more than 6% of advertisements.
Figure 2 shows that the job nature (low-skilled and skilled manual labour) as well as
contract type (short-term and long-term contracts) varied by industry. Across the whole
dataset (n = 430), over half the advertisements were for low-skilled manual labour
(55.6%, n = 239), although skilled manual labour was also offered (28.4%, n =
122).11 However, in 51.4% (n = 221) of advertisements the type of contract on offer
was not specified (51.4%, n = 221). Still, when the advertisements provided information on the length of contract it was mostly long-term (32.8%, n = 141) and greatly
outnumbered short-term contracts (12.3%, n = 57).
As a rule, advertisements did not specify requirements of candidates in terms of
gender (69.5%, n = 299) or age (78.4%, n = 337). If gender was stated at all, it was
mostly a case of work explicitly being available for both men and women (17.7%, n =
76). Just 9.1% (n = 39) of advertisements catered exclusively to men and 3.7% (n = 16)
to women. Where age requirements were stated this was generally for the broad
11

Of the rest, 7.9% (n = 34) advertised low-skilled non-manual labour (here, these were all customer service
jobs) or ‘other’ (8.1%, n = 35), a category in which we grouped various other work that did not fit neatly into
the other categories or contained large enough numbers to be their own categories (e.g. work in an office or as
a driver).
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Fig. 1 Percentage of advertisements per industry

category of 18–50-year-olds (16.0%, n = 69). All the other age groups together
amounted to only 5.6% (n = 24) of the dataset.
2. What trafficking indicators did the advertisements contain?
Of a possible ten indicators of trafficking, the median for the sample was 3 indicators,
with a standard deviation of 1.5. Almost all advertisements had at least one indicator

Fig. 2 Percentage of advertisements offering low-skilled manual, skilled manual labour as well as short-term
and long-term contracts within the five most represented industries in the sample
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(only 1.6%, n = 7 had none at all) and most of the advertisements (63.7%, n = 274) had
two to four indicators. Figure 3 provides an example of an advertisement containing six
indicators, with brand names, websites and telephone numbers removed for confidentiality. In translating it from Lithuanian to English, we have retained the original
formatting, grammar and any spelling or typographical errors.
Figure 4 shows the individual indicators in order of prevalence. The most common
indicator by far was that accommodation was provided (95.1%, n = 409). Indeed, of
those advertisements that contained only one indicator (19.8%, n = 85), nine times out
of ten it was the provision of accommodation (91.8%, n = 78). Of those advertisements
offering accommodation, 59.9% (n = 245) stated that the worker would pay and 26.4%
(n = 108) that it would be free (payment was not specified for the rest). In a fifth of
these cases (20.5%, n = 84), it was stated that the accommodation would be shared with
other workers but most of the time (68.9%, n = 282) it was unclear whether accommodation would be private or shared.
Violations of national minimum wage and working hour regulations are arguably the
most obvious indicators of intended exploitation - and hence potentially the ones with the
greatest utility in screening high risk cases. These indicators were present in a significant
minority of advertisements: 20.2% (n = 87) and 16.0% (n = 69) respectively. The two least
common indicators related to no foreign language or previous work experience being
needed for the work. In fact, four fifths of advertisements stipulated that some knowledge
of the relevant foreign language knowledge was required (80.0%, n = 344) - although
typically only to a basic level (64.2%, n = 276). Generally, previous work experience, skills
or qualifications were said to be either necessary (39.1%, n = 168) or at least advantageous
(10.9%, n = 47). Notably, a high proportion of advertisements simply did not specify
whether previous work experience was required (37.7%, n = 162).
While detailed discussion of variation in indicators between advertisements for different
countries, industries, job and contract types is beyond the remit of this study, a few brief
points are worth noting. In all four countries where the most work was offered – the
Netherlands, the UK, Germany and Cyprus – the most common indicator was accommodation provided.12 Beyond this commonality, the next most prevalent indicators varied
between these countries.13 Similarly, when examined by industry, the most prevalent
indicator across the industries that featured most heavily – food production, non-food related
packaging, hospitality, manufacturing and construction – was the provision of accommodation too. Which of the other indicators featured most prominently then varied considerably
between industries.14 This was the case for both the job nature (low-skilled manual and

12

Accommodation was provided in 94.1% (n = 174), 96.2% (n = 125), 94.4% (n = 51) and 100.0% (n = 26) of
ads for the Netherlands, the UK, Germany and Cyprus respectively.
13
For instance, the second most common indicator in ads for the Netherlands and the UK was help with
settling in provided: 42.2% (n = 78) and 57.7% (n = 75) of cases respectively. Conversely, the second and third
most common indicators amongst advertisements offering work in Germany were accommodation shared with
other workers (25.9%, n = 14) and costs deducted from wages (25.9%, n = 14). Of ads for work in Cyprus,
69.2% (n = 18) and 42.3% (n = 11) contained indications of maximum working hour and minimum wage
violations.
14
For example, the second most common indicator in ads for food production, non-food related packaging
and manufacturing was help with settling in: 50.9% (n = 58), 47.3% (n = 35) and 42.2% (n = 19) respectively.
Of ads for hospitality, 37.3% (n = 22) and 27.1% (n = 16) contained indicators of maximum working hour and
minimum wage violations respectively
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England – LOGISTICS warehouses ([SUPERMARKET BRAND], [SUPERMARKET BRAND] –
packaging jobs)
[Recruitment agency name] – Guaranteed employed 10 years running !!
Great Britain
Job Descripon
GUARANTEED EMPLOYEMENT !! We are one of the oldest employment agencies in
Lithuania and we connuously oﬀer permanent, legal and well-paid jobs in factories,
warehouses, manufactory, prinng houses and hotels in England.
WE ARE URGENTLY OFFERING PERMANENT, LEGAL AND WELL-PAID JOBS IN LONDON;
*Jobs in logisc (“[SUPERMARKET BRAND]”, “[SUPERMARKET BRAND]”, “[SUPERMARKET
BRAND]” and other) warehouses (toy, food product, clothing packaging, loading, “order
picker” posions):
- Hourly pay;
- Up to 60 working hours per week;
- Wage on average 300-500 GBP (pounds) per week/ 7.83 – 11 GBP (pounds) per hour;
- Wage paid on me (every week) !!
- All social beneﬁts !!
- Jobs for both men and women;
- English language knowledge is not necessary !
- Experience not necessary !
- Good living condions !
- We take you, greet you, provide lodging for you and take care of the necessary
paperwork.
We have 8 spots !! Leaving on 3, 10, 17, 24, 31 August, in September and October !!
YOU CAN FIND MORE JOB OFFERS on our website [WEBSITE NAME], calling us or vising
our company headquarters (FREE consultaons).
[website name]
Tel.: [telephone number]; [telephone number]
E-mail: [e-mail]
--- Tax returns for those who worked abroad (England, USA, Norway, Ireland, Holland,
Germany, Australia, Canada) !! --Addional informaon
GUARANTEED EMPLOYMENT. We are the oldest and leading employment agency in
Lithuania and we oﬀer well-paid, permanent and legal jobs in warehouses, factories,
plants, manufactories in England.
Requirements
Diligence, honesty, integrity.
Wage
1800

Fig. 3 Sample advertisement containing six indicators translated into English

skilled manual labour) as well as the contract type (long-term and short-term contracts) of the
work offered.
The co-occurrence matrix presented in Table 2 shows the number of cases, in which
each indicator occurred with another indicator. Because the most common indicator
across the dataset was accommodation provided (95.1%, n = 409), it is perhaps unsurprising that it was an indicator that co-occurred with each of the other 9 indicators the
most. The only other pair of indicators that stood out having been present together in a
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Fig. 4 Percentage of advertisements containing each indicator

particularly large number of advertisements (n = 67) were help with settling in and
transfer to destination provided.

Indicator of working
hour violaons

No local language
knowledge required

No previous work
experience required

Help with seling in
provided

Costs deducted from
wages

Transport to work
provided

Transfer to desnaon
provided

Accommodaon shared
with other workers
Indicator of minimum
wage violaons
Indicator of working hour
violaons
No local language
knowledge required
No previous work
experinece required
Help with seling in
provided
Costs deducted from
wages
Transport to work
provided
Transfer to desnaon
provided

Indicator of minimum
wage violaons

Accommodaon provided

Accommodaon shared
with other workers

Accommodaon
provided

Table 2 Co-occurrence matrix of indicators in the advertisements (n = 430)
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96
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13

17

18

31

13

9

23

21

32

6

10

21

40

16

11

23

39

42

67

30

24
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18.4

3.5

15.3

2.3

3.3

12.3

2.6

1.9

4.0

12.1

2.3

2.6

4.2

4.9

36.0

7.9

5.3

7.2

7.4

9.3

23.5

6.7

8.1

3.0

1.4

3.7

9.1

22.3

4.9

4.7

2.1

2.3

2.6

9.8

7.0

21.4

3.7

3.0

5.3

4.9

5.3

15.6

5.6

Percentages of adversements

31
7.2

Number of adversements
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3. What characteristics predicted the overall number of indicators per advert?

We ran a Poisson regression on the full study sample (n = 430). The overall model
was significant (at p < 0.001) in predicting the total number of labour trafficking
indicators in an advertisement. The data were, however, under-dispersed (×2(410) =
255.07) with a deviance value of 0.619, indicating an acceptable although not a perfect
fit. Even though the overall model was significant, of the individual variables only the
destination country, industry and age requirements were significant predictors (at the
threshold of p < 0.05) (see Table 3). When an advertisement was offering work in
Germany, the indicator count was expected to decrease by 29% (Exp.(B) = 0.71)
compared to the other countries. The rest of the destination countries had no predictive
value over the indicator count.
Of the industries, only food production and hospitality were significant at predicting
the indicator count (p < 0.05). Specifically, for an advertisement offering work in food
production the indicator count was expected to increase by 22% (Exp.(B) = 1.22) while
in hospitality the count was expected to decrease by 29% (Exp.(B) = 0.71) compared to
the other industries. The rest of the industries had no predictive value.
Considering age requirements, only the category “young adult and adult (18-50)”
was significant at predicting the indicator count (p < 0.01). Thus, when an advertisement required the candidates to be 18–50 years old, the indicator count was expected to
increase by 31% (Exp.(B) = 1.31) compared to the reference category (advertisements
where age was not specified).
4. What types of jobs were associated with violations of national minimum wage and
maximum working hour regulations?
Table 4 presents the results of 14 separate chi-square tests of association run between
each of the descriptive advertisement characteristics and a) indicators of maximum
working hour violations and b) indicators of national minimum wage violations.
The analyses showed that maximum working hour violations were significantly
associated with four of the seven descriptive characteristics examined (destination
country, industry, job nature and contract type). National minimum wage violations
were significantly associated with six of the seven (language of advertisement, destination country, industry, job nature, gender and age requirements). Nevertheless,
Cramer’s V statistics showed that the actual effect sizes were typically fairly small
(meaning the relationship accounted for only a small proportion of the variance
observed, i.e. indicating that other factors were at play too). The only statistically
significant test that also had a moderate effect size (V = 0.421) was between the
indicator of maximum working hour violations and destination country. Table 5 shows
the ratios of observed and expected frequencies within chi-square tests where p < 0.001.
Jobs in the UK and Cyprus contained more indicators of excessive hours than
expected (ratios of observed and expected frequencies of indicators were 1.49 and
4.31 respectively). On the other hand, those in the Netherlands and Germany had fewer
indicators of excessive hours (ratios of observed and expected frequencies of indicators
were 0.47 and 0.34 respectively). Moreover, advertisements offering work in Cyprus
and the Netherlands were associated with higher counts of indicators of national
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Table 3 Results of a Poisson regression model examining how descriptive characteristics of job advertisements predict overall indicator count
Predictors

Exp.(B)

S t d . 95% CI for Exp.(B) 95% CI for Exp.(B) Wald p
Error B Lower
Upper

Advertisement language
Only in Lithuanian

1.41

Containing foreign
languages

Reference variable

0.18

1.00

2.00

Destination country

3.75

0.053

3.75

0.053

22.09 <0.001

United Kingdom

1.20

0.13

0.93

1.54

2.00

0.157

Cyprus

1.34

0.19

0.92

1.96

2.27

0.132

Netherlands

1.02

0.13

0.79

1.31

0.02

0.880

Germany

0.71

0.15

0.53

0.96

5.00

0.025

All other countries

Reference variable

Industry

18.94 0.002

Construction

0.98

0.12

0.77

1.24

0.04

0.841

Food production

1.22

0.09

1.03

1.45

5.29

0.022

Hospitality

0.71

0.14

0.54

0.93

6.40

0.011

Manufacturing

1.17

0.12

0.93

1.47

1.79

0.181

Non-food related
packaging

1.09

0.10

0.90

1.31

0.72

0.397

All other industries

Reference variable

Gender requirements

2.98

0.395

Female

1.18

0.15

0.87

1.59

1.14

0.286

Male

1.11

0.11

0.89

1.39

0.91

0.339

Female and male

1.13

0.08

0.97

1.32

2.32

0.128

Not specified

Reference variable

Age requirements

10.24 0.037

Young adult (18–24)

1.33

0.30

0.74

2.39

0.88

0.349

Adult (25–50)

1.15

0.22

0.75

1.75

0.40

0.527

Young adult and adult
(18–50)

1.31

0.09

1.11

1.56

9.97

0.002

All age groups

1.02

0.02

0.71

1.45

0.01

0.933

Age not specified

Reference variable

In order to satisfy the model, some of the categories in each predictor were contracted as they did not constitute
large enough groups on their own (for more detail see ESM 6). In this case, “Containing foreign languages”
represents advertisements posted in English and advertisements containing a mixture of both Lithuanian and
foreign languages;
Reference variables were set by the software for result interpretation. Since the predictors are all categorical
variables, the software sets one of them as a reference point. Thus, the values for each predictor variable
represented in the table are to be interpreted as excluding the reference parameter and the other predictors in
each category;
Statistically significant results are bold in the table

minimum wage violations than expected while the UK and Germany were associated
with lower counts.
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Table 4 Associations between descriptive characteristics of the advertisements and indicators of maximum
working hour violations and national minimum wage violations
Indicator of maximum working
hour violations
x2

Indicator of national minimum
wage violations

p

V

x2

df

p

V

n/a

1.000

0.006

n/a

n/a

0.019

0.1119

df

Descriptive advertisement characteristics
Advertisement language

n/a

Destination country

76.20

4

<0.001

0.421

38.06

4

<0.001

0.298

Industry

31.52

7

<0.001

0.271

36.48

7

<0.001

0.291

Job nature

26.14

3

<0.001

0.247

27.47

3

<0.001

0.253

Contract type

15.12

3

0.002

0.188

5.46

3

0.141

0.113

Gender requirements

1.94

3

0.585

0.067

26.80

3

<0.001

0.250

Age requirements

0.47

2

0.792

0.033

10.62

2

0.005

0.157

Fisher’s Exact test statistic, which was computed because the expected cell sizes within the “Advertisement
language” variable were less than 5. Fisher’s Exact test does not provide X2 and df values
Statistically significant results are bold in the table

The industries associated with more indicators of violations of maximum working hours
than expected were horticulture/forestry and hospitality. On the other hand, higher counts of
indicators of national minimum wage violations were observed in food production, hospitality and non-food related packaging jobs. Non-manual jobs were associated with both
higher counts of indicators of maximum working hour and minimum wage violations.
However, national minimum wage violations were also higher in low-skilled manual labour
jobs. Interestingly, all gender requirement categories, namely, for females only, for males
only and for both females and males, were associated with higher counts of indicators of
national minimum wage violations than expected.

Discussion
Trying to identify possible trafficking from online job advertisements
Perhaps the most obvious finding of this study is just how challenging it is to try to
identify potentially trafficking-related advertisements online. The vast majority of
online advertisements (98.4%, n = 423) sampled contained at least one indicator of
labour trafficking. It is highly unlikely - although theoretically possible - that all
such activity was linked to intended trafficking and exploitation. It seems more
plausible to conclude that the presence of a single indicator in a job advertisement
has little utility in discerning between suspicious and routine activity. Indeed,
indicators put forward for identifying trafficking are rarely intended to be used in
isolation and the presence of more indicators would generally suggest a higher
likelihood of abuse (ILO 2009). In this respect, those advertisements containing
numerous indicators - for example, 15% (n = 65) had five or more - may be of
particular concern.
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Table 5 Ratios of observed and expected frequencies between destination country, industry, job nature,
gender requirements and indicators of maximum working hour and national minimum wage violations
Indicator of maximum
working hour violations

Indicator of national
minimum wage violations

Indicator absent

Indicator present

Indicator absent

Indicator present

UK

0.91

1.48

1.19

0.27

Cyprus

0.37

4.29

0.72

2.08

Netherlands

1.10

0.47

0.92

1.31

Destination country

Germany

1.13

0.34

1.09

0.64

Other

1.09

0.54

0.79

1.83

Industry
Horticulture/forestry

0.90

1.54

1.09

0.63

Construction

1.17

0.13

1.25

0.00

Food production

1.02

0.87

0.94

1.26

Hospitality

0.75

2.32

0.91

1.34

Manufacturing

1.06

0.69

1.17

0.33

Non-food related packaging

1.00

1.01

0.80

1.80

Auto mechanics

1.14

0.26

1.15

0.41

Other

1.00

1.01

1.05

0.81

Low-skilled manual

1.00

1.02

0.93

1.28

Skilled manual

1.12

0.36

1.17

0.32

Non-manual

0.74

2.36

0.77

1.88

Other

0.85

1.79

1.11

0.56

Female

n/a

n/a

0.55

2.81

Male

n/a

n/a

0.90

1.39

Female and male

n/a

n/a

0.86

1.56

Not specified

n/a

n/a

1.07

0.71

Job nature

Gender requirements

Chi-square test between gender requirements and indicator of maximum working hour violations was not
significant (p = 0.585), therefore, the ratios of observed and expected frequencies for it were not produced

Furthermore, exploring online job advertisements is complicated by the lack of
consistency and structure of the information contained within them as seen on
darbasuzsienyje.org where much of the information on any given indicator was
not provided. For instance, information was often not provided on cost deduction
from workers’ wages (76.5%, n = 329), transport to work provisions (75.6%, n =
325), sharing accommodation with other workers (65.6%, n = 282), help with
settling in (62.8%, n = 270) and support with transfer to destination country
(62.1%, n = 267). Similarly, 37.7% (n = 162) of advertisements did not specify
whether previous work experience was required or not. We coded indicators as
absent where there was an explicit statement contradicting the given indicator or
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there was no relevant information provided either way (ESM 7 shows how the
absent indicators broke down across these two types). Our approach is therefore
conservative: for certain indicators (e.g. previous work experience), it might seem
reasonable to read the absence of any information on requirements as the absence
of the necessity of having any experience or language knowledge. In turn, this
may have resulted in our indicator counts being perhaps underestimated. In
contrast, there were other indicators where not providing information would be
more likely to mean that no such provisions were on offer, for example, support
with transfer to destination country, transport to work or help with settling in.
Thus, without the ability to clear up such information pre-travel, it is impossible to
estimate whether such provisions would pose a risk.
Indicator utility
The task of using existing indicators to differentiate between potential trafficking
activity and legitimate jobs is complicated by the fact that the indicators themselves
vary in their apparent strength (or utility). Arguably, indicators of violations of
national minimum wage and maximum working hours are more informative than
the rest because they clearly suggest non-compliance with local labour market
legislation. Conversely, such indicators as the provision of accommodation, transport to work, transfer to destination country and help with settling in are not
necessarily indicative of criminal activity or exploitative conditions. While they
could indicate trafficking, according to such organisations as UNODC (2018) or
ILO (2009), they could also be present in legitimate work relations. Such services
might be provided by employers in jobs that recruit migrant workers, who sometimes do not speak the language of the destination country or might require
assistance navigating a new system. In fact, certain sectors in Western Europe are
now dependent on relatively cheap migrant labour (e.g. agriculture, garments,
construction, customer service, (Kelly 2005)). Therefore, it seems reasonable that
employers (including employment agencies) seeking migrant labour would also be
willing to provide additional support.
Nevertheless, such provisions can pose risks if they create additional dependence for
workers on their employers. In some cases, this dependence can exacerbate standard
power imbalances in the employer-employee relationship and serve to entrap workers
in exploitative or harmful work, in most extreme cases in situations of debt bondage,
forced labour or labour trafficking (Aronowitz 2001; Hopper and Hidalgo 2006;
Skrivankova 2006; Craig et al. 2007). The risk of indebtedness amplifying workers’
vulnerability is particularly relevant when considering that nearly a quarter of advertisements (23.5%, n = 101) contained the indicator that costs would be deducted from
workers’ wages.
Moreover, dependence can become particularly acute when the work is subcontracted through labour market intermediaries as represented in our study. This
situation arises because sub-contracting work to labour market intermediaries such as
recruitment agencies complicates working relationships (Allain et al. 2013). Complex
employment networks spanning multiple legal jurisdictions - as in the case of agency
work involving migrant workers - increase the risk of masking exploitative labour
practices due to unclear attribution of responsibility and diverse legal frameworks
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(Davies 2018). However, currently there is a lack of awareness on labour exploitation
amongst the stakeholders responsible for labour market regulation and a lack of
resources to implement effective monitoring and regulatory practices (Clark 2013).
For instance, according to Lithuanian labour law, recruitment or employment agencies
are not allowed to charge workers fees for their services and are required to submit a
report four times a year on their activities (Law on the Ratification of the Private
Employment Agencies Convention 2004). In practice, however, the reports are not
available on the Lithuanian Labour Exchange website, which hinders a jobseeker from
checking the credibility of a recruitment agency.
The limited job requirements in terms of language and work experience may well be
related to the industries and the types of work offered rather than being indicative of
exploitation per se. The indicators used in this paper, themselves taken from the human
trafficking literature, could be representative of conditions that are offered to people
willing to migrate for work in low-skilled industries. Note, however, that deception is
said to be more common than outright coercion as a means of recruiting people - online
included - into situations of labour trafficking (e.g. Ghinararu and van der Linden 2004;
Ollus et al. 2013; Europol 2016; Milivojevic 2012; Dixon 2013; Europol 2014; Hughes
2014). In fact, Cockbain and Bowers (2018) found that out of all individuals from
within the European Economic Area who were officially identified as labour trafficking
victims in the UK in 2012 (n = 170), all of them were recruited through deception, most
commonly relating to wages and the state of living conditions. Therefore, while
accommodation, transfer to destination country, transport to work and help with settling
in provisions might reflect the conditions that are offered to people willing to migrate,
they may also be used as a recruitment method into jobs, where working conditions are
not as good as they are advertised to be. After all, it is relatively easy to disguise intent
to exploit in an advertisement posted online – a sphere, which provides anonymity and
is un-regulated. More research is needed to explore such complexities further.
In the current paper, deception may also be relevant as jobs may be misleadingly
advertised as having higher wages or lower hours than will actually be the case; in such
instances, using the indicators we used would miss a crucial aspect of labour trafficking. Our analysis did not flag instances where the wage offered in the advertisement is
higher than the market norm. Janusauskiene’s (2013) research on Lithuanians as
victims of labour trafficking proposes that advertisements used to recruit victims into
labour trafficking often offer wage that is too high for the position advertised. The
working hours and wages data in the current study proved complex to process and,
where ranges were given, we relied on the mean. Conversely, operationalising the wage
offered in an advertisement in a way that could account for potentially deceptive wages
could be useful in future research. We encourage other researchers to use our data and
apply different techniques and transformations to illuminate relationships that were out
of the scope of the current investigation.
Indicators are likely to be more useful when used in combination rather than alone.
Therefore, the presence of multiple indicators might be taken as a particular red flag,
especially if "stronger" indicators (e.g. wage violations) are found among them. For
example, ILO (2009) differentiates between strong, medium or weak indicators and proposes a method of assessing individual cases for human trafficking based on the various
combinations that the indicators make up. The ILO’s indicators (2009) were developed,
however, through consensus from a group of experts and thereby reflect the working
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knowledge of experts rather than a rigorous empirical assessment. To our knowledge, there
has yet to be empirical research evaluating the predictive utility of these indicators in practice
in distinguishing between trafficked and non-trafficked populations.
Part of the challenge here is that trafficking is not a clear-cut phenomenon that can
be neatly disentangled from neighbouring issues and is better seen as part of a broader
continuum that runs from decent work to forced labour (Laczko and Gozdziak 2005;
Andrees 2008; O'Connell Davidson 2015; Skrivankova 2010; Quirk 2011; Spencer and
Broad 2012; Skeldon 2000; Weitzer 2015; Davies 2018; Cockbain et al. 2018). In
between the two extremes are the exploitative labour practices that would not normally
be considered severe enough to merit criminal justice responses. Such “routine”
exploitation is likely more frequent and subtle than the severe extremes, although both
can be embedded within otherwise legitimate business practices (France 2016; Shamir
2012; Davies 2018). However, they can cause considerable harm to workers and
reputational damage to industries (Paoli and Greenfield 2015; Davies 2018). Thus,
considering how exploitation can be identified and combatted across the continuum of
exploitation – rather than focusing solely on practices that might constitute trafficking –
could help encourage more holistic and inclusive responses to all abuses.
Embedding indicators in the labour trafficking literature
The choice of characteristics of job advertisements that we investigated (e.g. industry,
type of contact, etc.) were informed by the literature on labour trafficking, so might
reasonably have been expected to show significant associations with the indicators
themselves. Yet, many of our results show inconsistencies and limited consistencies
with the existing evidence base on labour trafficking. For instance, men are often found
to make up the majority of (identified) labour trafficking victims (e.g. Rijken 2011;
UNODC 2016; Cockbain and Bowers 2019). However, in the current sample, where
gender requirements were specified, mostly advertised was work for both women and
men (17.7%, n = 76). Moreover, Europol (2016) states that 25–50-year-olds are most
commonly targeted. Although this constitutes a large range, meaning it would not be
surprising if most Lithuanian labour trafficking victims fell into this age category, our
analysis found few differences by age of worker sought. Our results showed that the
largest category of required age was 18–50 (16.0%, n = 69), which is an even larger
range than that suggested by the literature.
Meanwhile, Western European countries are often said to be countries of destination (e.g.
Surtees 2008). Although the advertisements in the current sample mostly offered work in the
Netherlands (43.0%, n = 185), the UK (30.2%, n = 130) and Germany (12.6%, n = 54),
inferential statistics revealed key differences amongst them. Similarly, and in line with
opportunity theories of crime (see, e.g. Cohen and Felson 1979; Everson 2003; Farrell
and Pease 2001; Brantingham and Brantingham 1993, Brantingham and Brantingham
1984; Felson and Eckert 2015), risk is thought to concentrate in industries such as food
processing, agriculture, horticulture, hospitality and construction (e.g. Kelly 2005; Ollus
et al. 2013; Strauss 2016). Yet, we found key differences between construction on the one
hand and hospitality and food production on the other. The risk of trafficking is thought to be
highest in low-skilled (e.g. Dowling et al. 2007) and temporary, part-time or seasonal work
(e.g. Ollus et al. 2013), but we found only limited differences on the variables related to job
nature and contract type. Overall, few of the advertisements’ characteristics were predictive
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of the overall number of indicators. Our findings on associations between the advertisements’ characteristics and indicators of national minimum wage and maximum working
hour violations suggest these relationships merit further exploration.
While current indicators of labour trafficking (e.g. UNODC 2018; ILO 2009) can be
useful in assessing individual cases, this study suggests their utility in risk assessing job
advertisements at scale is likely to be modest. Part of the challenge here is the limitations of
the empirical evidence base on labour trafficking that could underpin such attempts. For
example, a recent systematic literature review of the European evidence base on labour
trafficking found that only a handful of publications met even basic criteria for scientific
research (Cockbain et al. 2018). Despite growing interest in the topic, the human trafficking
literature in general remains notorious for issues such as emotive overclaims, weak research
designs, insufficient methodological transparency and questionable assumptions and inferences (e.g. Tyldum and Brunovskis 2005; Denton 2016; Strauss 2016; Cockbain et al. 2018;
Zhang 2009; Weitzer 2015). Aside from fundamental definitional and conceptual challenges
already discussed (see O’Connell Davidson 2015), accessing relevant participants and data
for trafficking research is challenging, especially for quantitative studies. Trafficking victims
are widely understood to belong to "hidden populations", meaning that sampling frames
cannot be established and convenience samples prevail. Thus, findings are hard to generalise
beyond the study samples (Tyldum and Brunovskis 2005; Cockbain et al. 2018, 2019a). In
addition, comparison groups are rarely sought and the underdevelopment of the
neighbouring literature on the scale and nature of labour rights abuses experienced among
the working population at large (Cockbain et al. 2019b ) means there are few baselines
against which to compare results.
Future research
Against this backdrop, it is hardly a surprise that the indicators set out in the literature are
challenging to use in practice. In order for indicators to be a viable tool in the future, more
expansive and reliable underpinning research would be needed. Research on the similarities
and differences in experiences between low-wage economic migrants and identified victims
of labour trafficking (and other forms of labour exploitation) could help determine which
indicators are most useful and in what combination. Additionally, relating specific job
advertisements to actual labour trafficking cases could help elicit specific red flags and help
train and refine any automated systems, although under-reporting and institutional biases
would likely pose challenges (see Cockbain et al. 2019a). Replicating our study in other
contexts (including perhaps places where online job advertisements are less commonly
used) and on a larger-scale could help identify how existing indicators concentrate in
advertisements by industry, occupation, contract type, etc., which could help prioritise
sectors and groups for targeted research into the scale and nature of labour rights abuses
more generally and labour market enforcement that goes beyond the traditional reliance on a
reactive, complaints-based approach (see, e.g., Cockbain et al. 2019b). Since most people
who experience labour market abuses do not complain15 and complaints are known to be
imperfectly related to underlying workplace conditions (Noack et al. 2015; Weil and Pyles

15
For example, Weil and Pyles (2006) have conservatively estimated for the United States that one complaint
is made for every 130 violations of labour standards.
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2006), such knowledge could support more effective prioritisation among notoriously
under-resourced labour inspectorates.
Overall, this paper highlights that using indicators to detect potential trafficking at
the recruitment stage is complicated in practice and we should be wary of studies
claiming to have uncovered trafficking when in fact they have simply applied untested
indicators uncritically, treating instances with indicators as de facto trafficking. A vital
first step before using human trafficking indicators in research, policy or practice is to
assess empirically their reliability in distinguishing between instances or individuals
that might reasonably be described as trafficking- or non-trafficking related.
An outlook on automated methods
Since stakeholders responsible for labour market regulation are often under-resourced
when it comes to actively detecting labour exploitation (Clark 2013), it is worthwhile
for researchers to explore computational approaches. Techniques from data science
facilitate the data collection process, the extraction of information from unstructured
data at scale, and introduce the field to data-driven methods that complement the as yet
insufficiently empirically validated tools.
First, data collection could in future studies utilise web-scraping to retrieve data from
websites in an automated manner. Using such tools would help to build more extensive and
more diverse datasets that are hard to obtain in manual work. For example, web-scraping
could be used to expand on our current study and download advertisements over longer time
periods (e.g. a whole year), from more websites and across a range of countries automatically, thus supporting comparative research and more extensive analyses. The current study
manually collected data for and analysed a relatively small sample of cases (n = 430). Small
sample sizes were, in the past years, identified as a major limitation in the behavioural
sciences due to the poor generalisation of results beyond the context of individual studies
(Yarkoni and Westfall 2017). Aside from limited generalisability of the findings of individual studies, small sample sizes often present snap-shot representations of typically dynamic
phenomena. For example, the present study examines labour trafficking in a static manner
thereby neglecting a possible temporal evolution in the presence (or absence) of indicators.
In order to enable research on temporal variations, larger datasets are needed, which are
currently hampered by typically manual data collection. Automating the data collection
would greatly help the field to provide high quality, large datasets and thereby open ways to
study the problem of labour trafficking in more complexity.
Second, with online ads being in the form of unstructured text data, the dominant
approach in many fields is to count the occurrence of indicators manually and assess
the agreement between two or more independent judges (e.g. in verbal deception
research, see the overviews in Kleinberg et al. 2019). This procedure, however, is
costly, hence, it constitutes a key impediment for larger sample sizes and poses a threat
to the reliability due to extensive human involvement. Methods from natural language
processing are a worthwhile alternative to manual approaches, especially those techniques that help extract information automatically. For example, named entity recognition is a well-established technique to automatically “tag” entities such as persons,
locations, languages, mentions of money, dates and organisations (Nadeau and Sekine
2007). Named entity recognition is particularly appealing because it does not rely on
hand-crafted word lists but uses machine learning and the grammatical structure of the
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text to identify relevant information. Many of the indicators used in the current study
can be operationalised through named entities and/or keyword techniques (e.g.
extracting the offered wage and working hours). Such a hybrid approach uses computational methods to model the constructs that are deemed relevant by theory and has
been proven useful in a context with similar challenges (i.e. moving from manual text
annotation to automated methods, Kleinberg et al. 2017). As previously mentioned,
advertisements containing multiple indicators may warrant particular attention. Thus,
automating the identification of indicators could also allow the prioritisation of advertisements with higher overall counts of indicators or where particular combinations of
indicators co-occur with one another or with other variables of theoretical relevance.
Third, aside from using information extraction to model already identified
indicators on a large scale, another line of future research could explore a datadriven approach. Here, an important step would be the construction of a large
dataset that contains cases of known labour abuses and control cases (i.e. a socalled “ground truth” dataset). With such a gold standard of cases, future studies
could use supervised machine learning to examine the predictive power of combinations of known indicators (i.e. theory-led investigations). Most importantly, the
dataset would also allow for the discovery of patterns in online advertisements that
might not be presently formulated as indicators. For example, an oft-used technique
in text classification called “bag-of-words” represents a text (here: an online
advertisement) through the frequency of all words occurring in the text (e.g. Ott
et al. 2011). In supervised machine learning, the goal is to let a classification
algorithm learn by itself from examples to separate the two outcome classes (e.g.
labour abuse vs. no labour abuse). The performance of this classification function is
then typically evaluated on “unseen” data. The latter represents a data-driven
approach that might be particularly helpful considering that the validity of the
existing indicators is debated. Ultimately, a fruitful way forward could lie in
combining automated efforts with human expertise to make use of the
distinguishing features of both (fast, reliable processing through computers and
small-scale contextualising judgments from human experts). Such a “human-in-theloop” system could ideally help in prioritising cases and improve detection accuracy to ameliorate the problem.
It is worth noting that predictive modelling efforts are fundamentally reliant on the
validity of the labels of the data. That is, a machine learning system might be able to
learn with high accuracy to separate two outcome classes that were fed into the system,
but it cannot correct or revise the validity of the classes. Furthermore, systems that are
self-learning (e.g. through updating databases) might be vulnerable to not only propagating invalid labels but also to zooming in on specific groups or destinations.
Especially for a field with potentially far-reaching implications, ethical use of machine
learning systems is advised. To avoid such downsides, we encourage joint work
between domain experts and computational social scientists to pave the way for a more
empirically informed research on labour abuse and trafficking.
The current research did not use any of the automated techniques discussed above
because it was outside the aims and remit of this initial scoping study. Early studies like
these are useful in testing new ground and identifying potential benefits and challenges in
automating the process. The primary utility of using automated methods lies in the fact that
they could help process the vast amount of unstructured data that can be found online. There
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were 679 advertisements posted on darbasuzsienyje.org over 7 days. This is a snapshot of
one website. It is practically impossible to commit enough resources to manually go through
the process of examining job advertisements for signs of possible labour trafficking activity.
Thus, automated methods have considerable potential to make information extraction from
labour ads more efficient, uncover patterns in the data that help detect cases of labour
trafficking, and thereby facilitate the screening process as a whole.
Study limitations
Our study has some obvious limitations. It dealt with a small sample that was a snapshot
from one particular website and the findings are not generalisable. This study lacks ground
truth in that the data in our sample did not contain information whether some advertisements
- if any - subsequently led to activity that would meet legal definitions of labour trafficking.
As such, it remains unclear whether advertisements containing more indicators or certain
specific indicators were indeed more likely to involve trafficking-type behaviour. We also
only examined those indicators that could be operationalised in the context of online
advertisements and even then found that some were challenging to apply. Information on
certain variables of interest was rarely specified, so small numbers in sub-categories may
have meant some analyses were underpowered to detect differences. Despite these limitations, this exploratory study provides insights into the prevalence, nature and associations of
commonly-used indicators of labour trafficking within online job advertisements.

Conclusion
This exploratory study has clear implications for the use of online screening to improve
detection of potential labour trafficking - as well as potential labour market abuses more
generally. Our results demonstrate how challenging it is to apply commonly-used
indicators of labour trafficking to identify potentially risky job advertisements. We
found that the indicators are prevalent in online advertisements aimed at Lithuanians
seeking work abroad. Although it is theoretically possible that the presence of even a
single indicator is indicative of trafficking, this seems unlikely. Thus, our results raise
the question as to whether existing indicators can actually differentiate well at scale
between potential trafficking and commonplace practices, at least in the absence of
other information. Our results add support to arguments that trafficking is better seen as
part of a broader spectrum from decent work to highly exploitative and forced labour.
Nevertheless, improved automation not just to identify trafficking but also other
exploitative labour practices has the potential to support more effective prioritisation
among regulatory bodies, law enforcement, international organisations and NGOs. To
facilitate such automation and inform its underlying assumptions, indicators that are
rigorously tested through empirical research are clearly needed. If deploying indicatorbased interventions, the risk of unintended consequences for already marginalised
groups must be carefully considered and their effectiveness properly evaluated.
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